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Bartesian’s home cocktail-making

appliance blends liquor with concentrated

cocktail capsules

Staying home may be replacing a big night

out, but people are looking for premium

experiences

As interest in beer lessens, craft spirits are

growing in popularity, but people are

looking for help when it comes to creating

cocktails

The low- and no-alcohol market is set to

grow annually by 7.1% between 2018 and

2022 (IWSR, 2019)

55% of Americans prefer drinking at home

over going out (Mintel, 2018)

The most frequent low-/no-alcohol

drinkers are 21- to 44-year-olds – and

male (IWSR, 2019)
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BARTESIAN: AT-HOME MIXOLOGY FOR COCKTAIL
CONNOISSEURS

As drinking at home grows in popularity, people are looking for premium ways to consume

bevvies and booze. Bartesian’s home cocktail capsules are looking to mix up the cocktail industry

with easy-to-make luxury beverages, catering to increasing demand for low-key socializing at

home.

Location United States

Scope

Anyone who’s ever tried to make cocktails at home understands the struggle. Buying liquor you
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might use once, endless cartons of juice, hard-to-find syrups and garnishes, a specialist kit, and –

at the end of it all – the right glasses to serve your creation in. For Ryan Close, CEO and co-

founder of Bartesian, which is an intelligent drink system, these frustrations were the starting point

for his solution. “It can get complex,” says Close, who was a bartender through college but admits

he was never very good at it. “We’re talking about cocktails with several ingredients. We wanted

to take those exact elements, like cucumber bitters or muddled cilantro, in real ingredient format

and put it into a capsule to make it easier for the customer without sacrificing quality.” [1]

----

Bartesian is the hard version of a Nespresso machine. The premium cocktail maker houses a water

reservoir and bottles to decant your choice of base spirits – such as vodka, rum, gin, and tequila –

into. The finishing touch comes from its capsules, containing a secret sauce of botanicals and juice

concentrates that finishes your on-demand drink. Just pop the recyclable capsule into the machine,

choose your strength (from mocktail to strong), and it’ll fix it in seconds.  [2]

Bartesian is $349.99, and offers an impressive (and growing) library of cocktails starting from

$14.99 for six capsules. [2] Whether you like to wind down with an Old Fashioned, are tempted to

try a Long Island Iced Tea, or have friends devoted to a Gin Martini or a Rum Breeze, there’s

something for everyone – even Oprah, who included Bartesian in her 2019 list of favorite things. [3]

Bartesian has a weighty handful of markets covered too: alcohol, single-serve, ready-to-drink,

home appliances, consumers, and entertainers. According to Chicago Business, the company is

aiming for $80 million in revenue and to sell 100,000 units by the end of 2019. [4]

Easy-to-use pods make whipping up a drink a breeze

Bartesian (2019) © 

Context

Staying in is the new going out, according to the 55% of Americans who would rather drink at

home. Gen Yers say it’s “too much effort” to go out to drink, with 28% of 24- to 31-year-olds

preferring to drink at home (and 15% of Boomers agreeing). Some 74% of Americans find drinking

at home appealing due to the more relaxed environment, instead of a bar or club – 69% do so to
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save money and 38% to control their alcohol intake. [5] Considering these factors, Close believes

this new drinking behavior isn’t going to change. “Seeing a mixologist make you a cocktail is

never going to go away. One of the reasons for going out is because you don't have the means at

home, but at $15 to $20 a cocktail, busy line-ups, and the fact you can't have a conversation –

we're solving that problem.”  [1]

Drinkers are gravitating towards spirits, with the amount of cocktails on American menus increasing

by 15%, with wine an increasingly popular ingredient. [5] But while a general preference for wine

and spirits is on the rise, loyalty is waning – IWSR says consumers aren’t sticking to a particular

category, but trying different things. [6] One category that has grown fastest as a result is ready-to-

drink (RTD), which has been there to supply the demand from dabblers. In the first six months of

2019, Americans spent $389 million on hard seltzers, representing a rise of 210% from 2018. [7]

“Aside from where they’re eating or drinking, people are increasingly looking for novelty,” explains

Dr. Jacopo Mazzeo, drinks consultant and the news editor at Imbibe Magazine. “We keep hearing

that the younger generations are drinking less but that’s misleading – they’re just drinking

differently. They’re interested in more premium products – a new product, a special release, or just

something different or diverse.”  [8] Bartesian is one such brand offering premiumization at home,

while also meeting a desire for affordability. “Cocktails aren’t as approachable as cracking [open

a] bottle ... and we’re solving that,” adds Close.  [1] The top ready-to-drink occasion for American

consumers was unanimous across Gen Xers, Yers, Boomers, and Seniors – to relax or unwind at

home. [9]

Insights and opportunities

As people are looking for more premium drinking experiences at home, capsule culture has come

to the cocktail market. In 2019, Keurig launched DrinkWorks, a home bar for cocktails, beers,

wines, and ciders, selling alcohol-ready pods. [2] Close notes that the capsule format may

particularly appeal to women who want convenient, interesting drinks at home. “Some women we

spoke to said they want a cocktail at home, but go for wine instead even though it felt ‘aggressive’

to open this big bottle of alcohol and pour a glass.”  [1] Bartesian plays to the growing trend of tailor-

made cocktails, where expert mixologists take your preferences and mood into account and shake

up bespoke blends to make your perfect drink. [10][11]

Thanks to waning interest in mass-produced beer, craft creations are on the rise. In 2017, craft

spirits were found to be outperforming the overall industry in volume and growth, yet this part of the

spirit sector isn’t considered crowded. IWSR cites agave-based spirits aquavit and sonju as

burgeoning, while the interest in tequila and mezcal shows no signs of slowing down. [12] Rising too

is the trend for hard coffee, meaning that interest in RTD coffee and liquor is blurring together –

examples including Pabst Blue Ribbon’s hard coffee and Jägermeister’s Cold Brew liqueur.  [13]

Bartesian is tapping into these preferences for refining tastes as well by launching a spiced coffee

tequila cocktail in December 2019. [14] And as this appetite for ‘hometainment’ grows,

experimental, experience-centric products like Bartesian’s are well placed to meet the new

demands – a luxury experience wrapped up in a cheaper alternative.

However, the US trend for low- and no-alcohol drinks is growing – the challenge is to offer

something to consumers when they’re not drinking.  [15] The category is expected to grow by 7.1%

annually between 2018 and 2022. The most frequent low-/no- alcohol drinkers are 21- to 44-year-

olds – a mix of Gen Yers and Xers – and male.  [16] Liquor companies need to look for ways to stay

relevant as consumers experiment. Some of the world’s largest spirit-makers are getting into no-
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alcohol liquor, including Pernod Ricard and Campari Group, while UK-based start-up Seedlip was

acquired by Diageo in August 2019. [17][18] Close says that even with appliances like Bartesian, the

sober-curious shouldn’t “miss out on the fun” – it’s important that they can still experiment.

Bartesian found that 77% of people using the machine deviated from the default “regular” option

for their drink, a sign that consumers will experiment and “want to be different, not a regular,” says

Close. [1]
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